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WHOSE PECCADILLO IS MICHAEL PORTILLO ?

The alleged sexual liaison between Michael Portillo and

Peter Lilley can't avoid serious media attention for much
longer . If this one 's for real, we can forget the current

crop of piddling indiscretions, it's going to be firework
night; These men are good old fashioned Conservatives and

we're talking HACK TO BASICS style political scandal here.

Hypocrisy on the scale of the Profumo Affair in the early
sixties, when cabinet minisrars did the decent thing:

THEY RESIGNED AND BROUGHT DOWN THE WHOLE GOVERNMENT!

Peter Lilley is Social Security Secretary .

leading right-wing moralisers in the Cabim
Portillo and Redwood, tie is one of Mr Majo:

The darling or the bigoted Thatcher;:
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Peter Lilley allegedly has a platcnic
marriage with a wife of convenience who
lives in Prance and makes occasional
trips across the channel to attsnd
Conservative Party bean feasts. As the
hacks continued their muckraking Peter
Bottomley's name resurfaced as another

about who had actually fathered Virginia
Sottomley's illegitimate child.

In selected City boozers drunken ;ournos
are known to sing, for their own lewd

Lilllbullero, theme tune to The World
Service News. 3y November one version
included the line "Whose peccadillo is

Michael Portillo? Another version on the

Diarist Maev Kennedy. On the Solstice,
Zlst Dec, she reported two second hand
titbits of Lilley/Portillo gossip.

So when it was announced on Boxing Day
that another government minister had bee

festive. But not for long. It was the
wrong panto with a tacky little plot and
neither of the promised big stars from
the Cabinet. Instead a minor celebrity

although he had created a single parent

scrounging off the state because he was
going to pay for it all out of his own
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Lilley laid low by
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But the main story still refused

David Hunt defending John Major's
back to basics bollocks in the wake
of the Yeo caper, referred to "...the

minister..." slyly implying an
extension of the parliamentary
pairing system witn the opposition -

a sort of "you tell on us and we'll
tell on you" mutual deterrent.

their desoeration to get elected one
, Labour politicians may well be
imidated by such tawdry deals hut what

e compromising photos of everybody in
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er of the house. That morning Book-
s William Hill quoted Major as an
money chance to survive 1994. It's
a bet. We will know sooner rather

of porkies?


